The thermal Gaussian approximation (TGA) recently developed by Mandelshtam et al [Chem. Phys. Lett. 381, 117 (2003)] has been demonstrated to be a practical way for approximating the Boltzmann operator ( )
I.

Introduction
There is currently a great deal of effort focused on developing ways [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] for adding quantum mechanical effects to classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of chemical reactions, and other dynamical processes, in large molecular systems. Though purely classical MD simulations are adequate for many purposes, there is no doubt that quantum aspects of the dynamics will sometimes be important, and one will not know whether or not this is the case unless one has the ability of including them in the treatment, even if only approximately. Applications to a wide variety of molecular phenomena are obvious.
Semiclassical (SC) theory [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] provides one way for adding quantum effects to classical MD simulations, and there is ample evidence that the SC approximation is a usefully accurate description of essentially all quantum effects in molecular dynamics 2, 7, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . For systems with many degrees of freedom, various initial value representations (IVRs) of SC theory provide the first step toward a practical way for carrying out SC calculations; this effectively replaces the non-linear boundary value problem of traditional SC theory with a Monte Carlo average over the initial conditions of classical trajectories [9] [10] [11] [12] , a procedure much akin to what is done in classical MD simulations, allowing one to borrow from the great deal of computational development in that field. The added difficulty of an SC-IVR calculation, compared to a classical MD one, is the phase of the integrand, which carries all the quantum coherence information; thus all of the special techniques [3] [4] [5] 14, 19, 20 developed for carrying out SC-IVR calculations are concerned with this phase.
In this paper we focus of two of the simplest SC-IVR's, the 'linearized' approximation to the SC-IVR (LSC-IVR) 3, 6, 14 , which yields the 'classical Wigner model', and Makri et al's simplified version of a forward-backward approximation to the SC-IVR, which they refer to as 'forward-backward semiclassical dynamics' (FBSD) 4, 5 . Both of these approaches deal with the 'phase problem' by assuming that the two classical trajectories inherent to a time correlation function (see Section II) are close to one another. The only remaining issue is the quantum Boltzmann operator which appears in a thermal correlation function (see Section II). In the first applications of the LSC-IVR (to reactive flux correlation functions, and thus reaction rates) the Boltzmann operator was approximated as harmonic about the saddle point (transition state) on the potential surface 3 ; this worked fine so long as the temperature was not too low. Geva et al later developed a more general 'local harmonic' approximation 7 for the Boltzmann operator that allowed them to carry out very impressive LSC-IVR calculations for vibrational relaxation in liquids (involving force-force autocorrelation functions) 7, 21 . Similarly, Rossky et al have used a variationally optimized local harmonic approximation 6 for the Boltzmann operator in carrying out LSC-IVR calculations, and Coker et al have extended this latter approach to also be able to describe electronically non-adiabatic dynamics 22 . More recently, Mandelshtam et al have developed a very interesting 'thermal Gaussian approximation' (TGA) 23, 24 for the Boltzmann operator. It is itself a SC approximation, based on Heller's earlier 'frozen Gaussian' approximation 25 (except that it involves imaginary time propagation); it is also a type of 'local harmonic' approximation, but one about the classically evolving trajectory (in imaginary time). Metiu et al applied such approaches earlier 26 , and more recently Pollak et al extended the TGA by showing how quantum corrections can be added to it 27 . Other imaginary time SC approximations for the Boltzmann operator that have been applied to thermal time correlation functions are an imaginary Herman-Kluk-type SC-IVR by Makri and Miller 28 , and the imaginary time Van Vleck SC-IVR of Zhao and Miller 29 . These latter two approaches provide more accurate approximations for the Boltzmann operator but are not as easy to implement as the TGA.
The purpose of this paper is to use the TGA of Mandelshtam et al within the LSC-IVR and FBSD approximations for thermal time correlation functions, to see how well it works and to demonstrate its potential for application to large molecular systems. Section II describes the SC-IVR theory of time correlation functions, including the LSC-IVR and the FBSD methods. A brief review of the TGA is given in section III. Combinations of the TGA with the SC-IVR methods (TGA-LSC-IVR and TGA-FBSD) and their numerical advantages are discussed in section IV. Several numerical applications of the TGA-LSC-IVR and TGA-FBSD methods are presented in section V, including a strong anharmonic one-dimensional model system and a complex system (liquid neon). Finally, some concluding remarks appear in section VI.
II. SC-IVR Calculation of Time Correlation Functions
Most quantities of interest in the dynamics of complex systems can be expressed in terms of time correlation functions 30 . For example, dipole moment correlation functions are related to absorption spectra, flux correlation functions yield reaction rates, velocity correlation functions can be used to calculate diffusion constants, and vibrational energy relaxation rate constants can be expressed in terms of force correlation functions. The standard real time correlation function is of the form 
Here Ĥ is the (time-independent) Hamiltonian for the system, which for large molecular systems is usually expressed in terms of its Cartesian coordinates and momenta ( ) ( )
where M is the (diagonal) mass matrix and p $ , q $ are the momentum and coordinate operators, respectively. Also, in Eq 2.1 and 2. 
For the correlation function in Eq. (2.1) or (2.2), one needs to insert two such representations of the evolution propagator, yielding the following double phase space average for the correlation function, 3, 14 , is to make the (rather drastic) approximation of assuming that the dominant contribution to the double phase space average comes from phase points ( ) Äq have become the two Fourier integrals that produce the Wigner functions of the two operators. Eq. (2.8), with the remaining (single) phase space average, now has the form of the classical correlation function, the only difference being that the Wigner functions corresponding to operators Â and B appear rather than the classical functions. The LSC-IVR result in Eq (2.9), also termed the 'classical Wigner' model, has been obtained by a variety of formulations, so the result itself is not new. What is interesting, though, is to realize that it is contained with the overall SC-IVR description, as a well-defined approximation to it.
Calculation of the Wigner function for operator B in Eq 2.8 is usually straight-forward; in fact, B is often a function only of coordinates or only of momenta, in which case its Wigner functions is simply the classical function itself. Calculating the Wigner function for operator Â ! , however, involves the Boltzmann operator with the total Hamiltonian of the complete system, so that carrying out the multidimensional Fourier transform to obtain it is far from trivial. Furthermore, it is necessary to do this in order obtain the distribution of initial conditions of momenta 0 p for the real time trajectories. A rigorous way to treat the Boltzmaan operator is via a Feynman path integral expansion, but it is then in general not possible to evaluate the multidimensional Fourier transform explicitly to obtain the Wigner function for Â ! (and thus the distribution of initial conditions of the momenta 0 p ; Appendix A discusses and analyzes this situation in more detail. 
and 0 0 , q p and , t t q p are coherent states, the wavefunctions for which are given by
Here Ã is a (positive definite) width matrix. Inserting two such Herman-Kluk representations for the propagator into Eq. (2.1) or (2.2) leads to the following double phase space average for the correlation function
The phase cancellation here is as severe in this integrand as it is in Eq. (2.6). Shao and Makri 4, 5 introduced an approximate way to evaluate to it by assuming that the dominant contribution to the double phase space average comes from two trajectories, one starting from ( ) 
, ,
This assumption yields the Forward-Backward Semiclassical Dynamics (FBSD) method for the correlation function,
The essential remaining task here is to evaluate the coherent state matrix elements of operator A ! , which is non-trivial because Â ! involves the Boltzmann operator with the total Hamiltonian of the complete system. This is analogous to the problem of computing the multidimensional Fourier transform to obtain the Wigner function for operator Â ! in the LSC-IVR approach described above. As in the LSC-IVR approach, if the Boltzmann operator is treated exactly, i.e., by Feynman path integration, the coherent matrix cannot be easily evaluated, as in necessary to obtain the distribution of initial conditions for the real time trajectories; Appendix A also discusses this in more detail. Just as for the LSC-IVR approach, it is these various local harmonic approximations to the Boltzmann that allows these matrix elements (or multidimensional Fourier transforms) to computed analytically and thus obtain an explicit result to the distribution of initial conditions ( ) 0 0 , q p for the real time trajectories.
III. Thermal Gaussian Approximation
For an N-particle system described in Eq. (2.3), the thermal (imaginary time) propagator (i.e., coordinate representation of the Boltzmann operator)
is approximated by Frantsuzov and Mandelshtam as a multi-dimensional Gaussian form 23, 24 :
where ( )
is an imaginary-time dependent 
with the notation ( )
The initial conditions for the imaginary time propagation are
To insure that the element of the Boltzmann operator 
The expression for a partition function, for example, becomes det
Frantsuzov and Mandelshtam 23 originally utilized the variational principle to obtain the equations of motion Eq (3.2). Shao and Pollak later rederived these equations by expanding the potential function in terms of the Gaussian averaged potential and its derivatives. In doing so, they showed the TGA to be a harmonic approximation about the imaginary time dependent path ( )
, and gave its more generalized version 27 .
In order to make it feasible to apply the TGA to complex systems, one must be able to evaluate the quantities
2) efficiently. To do so, the potential is usually expressed as a sum of Gaussion functions or polynomial functions so that these quantities are evaluated analytically. Recent applications have shown the TGA to be a good approximation for the thermodynamics properties of some complex systems (neon clusters) even at very low temperature 23, 34 .
IV. SC-IVR methods with TGA
The SC-IVR description of real time dynamics can be combined with any type of method for evaluating elements of Boltzmann operator; what one uses for it is a question of accuracy and ease of application. Here we consider the TGA for the Boltzman operator, showing how it leads to particularly simple ways for carrying out semiclassical dynamics calculations for complex systems with the two approximate SC-IVR's, the LSC-IVR and the FBSD (TGA-LSC-IVR or TGA-FBSD), summarized in the preceding Section.
(a) TGA-LSC-IVR
The TGA for the Boltzmann operator, Eq. (3.5), makes it possible to analytically integrate out the phase term in the Wigner transform of the Boltzmann operator of the LSC-IVR; i.e., substituting Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (2.9) gives 
Eq. (4.1) contains no oscillatory term, so the integrand can be naturally used as the sampling function for Monte Carlo calculations of the LSC-IVR correlation functions of complex systems. In the high temperature limit, 0 ! " , it is straightforward to verify that Eq. (4.1) reduces to its classical limit, the classical Boltzmann distribution, which was also pointed out by Shao and Pollak 27 by considering the limit 0 ! h .
To obtain the Wigner function for operator Â ! [Eq 2.8] with the TGA, it is more convenient to use the symmetrized version 
, would be required in Eq (3.2).
Applying the TGA within Eq. (2.9), TGA-LSC-IVR auto-correlation functions are expressed as 
) ( ) ( )
, , ; , ,
for the momentum operator ˆÂ = p with It should be noted that Borgis and collaborators 35 have recently expressed the Wigner function of the Boltzmann operator using an imaginary time Gaussian wavepacket approximation that, though formulated differently, can be shown to be equivalent to the TGA treatment (i.e., Eq. (4.1)), and have used it to compute thermal time correlation functions. The essential difference of this work from the present is that ref. 
for local operators with show that both the TGA-LSC-IVR and the TGA-FBSD reduce to the classical limit at high temperature.
The first example is a calculation of the force-force autocorrelation function for an asymmetric anharmonic oscillator ( ) . This potential has been used as a test model and discussed previously in the literature 4, 16, 36 . Both the LSC-IVR and the FBSD methods are able to describe the dephasing accurately for short times and semiquantitatively for longer times, but fail to capture the rephrasing at longer times due to coherence effects. In many cases in complex systems one expects such long time re-phasing effects to be quenched by coupling among the various degrees of freedom 10, 20, 37 . In order to explore how well the TGA-LSC-IVR and the TGA-FBSD perform, we test them at a high temperature 2 /10 ! " = h and a very low temperature 8 2 ! " = h , comparing the results to the classical and the exact quantum results. At both temperatures, we use 21 imaginary trajectories with the imaginary time step of 0.01, and a large number of real time trajectories generated from each imaginary trajectories with a real time step of 0.02. The velocity Verlet integrator was used for both real and imaginary time dynamics. Fig. 2 shows the force autocorrelation function at the temperature 2 /10 ! " = h . All four results are in good agreement. This is not surprising since both the TGA-LSC-IVR and the TGA-FBSD correlation functions approach the classical result in the high temperature regime where classical mechanics is a good approximation to the exact quantum correlation function. However, at the very low temperature ( Fig. 3 , the classical results depart from quantum results with regard to both the amplitude of the oscillation (drastically) and frequency (noticeably). It is encouraging to see that the TGA-LSC-IVR and the TGA-FBSD are able to describe these semiquantitatively over several vibrational periods. . This state point is at a fairly low temperature, while still in the liquid region of both the Lennard-Jones and experimental phase diagrams 39, 40 . Quantum effects are significant under these conditions: the kinetic energy computed by path integral Monte Carlo methods is about 55.15 0.27 ± K, amounting to a 20% quantum correction to the classical kinetic energy of 44.85 K. These sizable quantum mechanical effects arise from the large zero-point energy of the light neon atoms. The dynamical consequences of these quantum effects are even greater: the momentum correlation function computed by FBSD was found to differ substantially from that obtained by classical molecular dynamics methods, and various quantum correction factor prescriptions give rise to different results, none of which is in good agreement with the FBSD results 40 . In this application, we used 512,000 imaginary trajectories with 20 imaginary time propagation steps, and one real time trajectory per imaginary time trajectory for the TGA-LSC-IVR (10 real time trajectories per imaginary time trajectory for the TGA-FBSD) with 800 real time propagation steps. During the imaginary time propagation the Lennard-Jones potential is fit by three Gaussian functions the parameters of which are described in the literature 23 . Since liquid neon is treated as an isotropic system, we choose the coherent state parameter ! = Ã 1 , where 1 is the identity matrix and 6 ! = , for both the PP-FBSD and the TGA-FBSD simulations. The average kinetic energy computed by the TGA methods is about 54.53 0.07 ± K. Fig. 4 shows the velocity correlation function for liquid neon obtained by the PP-FBSD, the TGA-LSC-IVR and the TGA-FBSD. Both the real and imaginary parts of the correlation function are in good agreement with the PP-FBSD method. The TGA-LSC-IVR correlation function (real part) decays to a somewhat lower well in comparison to the TGA-FBSD and the PP-FBSD results. The comparison of the semiclassical correlation function to the classical result has been shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the classical correlation function has no imaginary part, i.e., it is purely real.
As reported in ref 23 , the total number of the imaginary time trajectories in the TGA can be substantially decreased if a classical distribution of 0 q is generated at a reference temperature (which can be the same temperature 29.90 T K = in this case), and in every thousand classical MC steps or so, choose one point 0 q for the TGA imaginary time propagation, because the classical Metropolis walk is easy to achieve and thus helps the successive points 0 q to sample the space efficiently. As a consequence, it should also greatly accelerate the sampling efficiency in the TGA-LSC-IVR and the TGA-FBSD. We would like to apply this technique in the future. 
VI. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have shown how the TGA can be combined with the SC-IVR to construct time correlation functions in a fully semiclassical scheme, using both real and imaginary time propagations. Specially, we have shown that both the TGA-LSC-IVR and the TGA-FBSD allow one to integrate out the oscillatory term inherent in the LSC-IVR or FBSD, and thus make them practical for descriptions of quantum dynamical effects in large molecular systems. The Kubo-tranformed correlation function can also be calculated in the same fashion without additional work, as shown in Appendix B.
Numerical simulations of an anharmonic oscillator and a low temperature liquid (liquid neon) show that the TGA-LSC-IVR and the TGA-FBSD are good approximations for time correlation functions. Work is continuing to see how well they do in more challenging applications in the condensed matter phase, such as clusters 23, 34 and more quantum mechanical liquids (hydrogen or helium). It will also be interesting in future work to see how application of the TGA can be used with a more rigorous treatment of the real time dynamics in an SC-IVR, such as Miller's version of the forward-backward IVR 41 , or the exact forward-backward semiclassical IVR expression (EFB-IVR) 33 . We note, however, that the TGA does not provide a good description for the Boltzmann operator in barrier problems, as is typical for the reactive flux correlation functions that determine chemical reaction rates. Current calculations, along with analytical studies (Appendix C), show that the TGA fails to capture the character of the Boltzmann operator at a low temperature: at low temperature, coordinate matrix elements of the Boltzmann operator bifurcate into a dual saddle point structure described by the quantum instanton model. No Gaussian model is able to capture the nature of this bifurcation. The more rigorous imaginary time Van Vleck and the coherent state propagators in imaginary time, however, are able to describe this bifurcation semiquantitively 42 . Further effort is thus being devoted to the goal of finding efficient ways of using these more rigorous SC imaginary time approximations for the Boltzmann operator within the overall SC-IVR approach to time correlation functions.
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This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research Grant No. N00014-05-1-0457 and by the National Science Foundation Grant No, CHE-0345280. We also acknowledge a generous allocation of supercomputing time from the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). Thanks are also due to Prof. Eli Pollak for suggesting use of the TGA in SC-IVR correlation functions, and to the US Israel Binational Science Foundation for partial support of the work. 2) because of the sign problem (the phase cancellation is severe). Some kinds of harmonic approximation 3, 6, 7 for the elements of the Boltzmann operator is necessary. These approximations have been successfully applied to some complex systems 15, 21 . They all, however, encounter problems at low temperature when the potential energy has negative curvature; this shows up most strikingly in regions of potential barriers, but also in the long range region of bounded potentials. 
where ( ) , , , , , . However, the phase in Eq. (A.4) only vanishes when inserting one bead is sufficient for evaluating the Boltzmann operator, and thus becomes a bottleneck at low temperature for complex systems. Nakayama and Makri therefore introduced the pair-product (PP) approximation so that one bead is accurate enough for low-temperature pure isotropic liquids 17 . Fig. 6 gives a schematic representation of Eq. (A.4). particles for 4 n = inserting beads based on an early version 16 . Black solid circles represent the path integral beads, purple solid circles demonstrate the coherent state beads, red solid wavy lines indicate spring potentials between neighbor path integral beads while red dashed wavy lines illustrate the spring potential between the coherent state bead and its neighbor path integral beads, green straight lines depict intermolecular interactions and blue dotted lines shows the interaction between the two path integral beads that are neighbors to the coherent state bead from the phase term in Eq. (A.4). The coherent state beads are not involved in the intermolecular interaction directly in the imaginary time. Note the coherent state beads define the initial phase space in the FBSD.
To summarize, for general complex systems, the rigorous path integral treatment of the Boltzmann operator in both the LSC-IVR and the FBSD methods encounters the problem-the inability to explicitly obtain the initial phase distribution for the real time trajectories, as shown in Fig. 5 and for the force ˆÂ = F .
